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"Recess TEC will introduce you to Shannon Smith and Nancy Brachbill. These two outstanding educators provide inservices on leading technology.

They are unique for several reasons:

They talk in simple, understandable languages,

they talk straight (not down at you or above you),

their message is updated and based on affordable technology,

and they know what they are talking about since they walk the walk in their own situations.

I have heard them, I respect them, and I highly recommend them. And they are affordable."





Mr. Jim Burgett, President
The Burgett Group









 


"I like the useful ideas they have. You can tell they have been in the classroom.

Everything can be easily adapted to many lessons and many different levels of students from grades 8-12!

I also like that they give time during the workshop to try out the program on our own computers.

They have always been there for me and answered questions through e-mail or phone calls if I've forgotten something."





Mary Webb, Fourth Grade Teacher
Cerro Gordo, IL









 


"Very worthwhile training!

In my eight years as principal, this was the best money spent!"





Erik Van Hovel, Principal
Windsor High School ~ Windsor, IL









 


"The ladies related so well to the group that the training session seemed more like a gathering of friends than staff development.

It is so much easier to learn in a relaxed atmosphere where you are comfortable asking questions..."





Toni Bell, Adult Education Advisor
Lake Land College ~ Mattoon, IL









 


"Great mom and daughter duo!

The materials were fun, easily accessible, and will be a great asset to my classroom."





Nichole Hendry, Fourth Grade Teacher
Sullivan, IL









 


"Best workshop I have attended. I learned more from the presenters and interactions than any other seminar I have attended.

The presenters were wonderful. Very, very knowledgeable on all aspects of the iPad. Very relaxed speakers. Mother and daughter work so well together."





Kay Lehman, Fourth Grade Teacher
Sullivan, IL









 


"I loved how willing they were to assist with hands-on implementation.

They welcomed questions and answered with passion and excitement!"





Heather Wilson, Fifth Grade Teacher
Sullivan, IL









 


"Best mother-daughter duo ever. Very bubbly and fun! They did an amazing job!

My knowledge grew tremendously about the iPad and apps!"





Ashley Hussong, Third Grade Teacher
Sullivan, IL
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